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regulation of sovereign
wealth funds continues to
take shape
As Sovereign Wealth Funds await the release of a set
of voluntary best practices and guidelines prepared
by the International Working Group of Sovereign
Wealth Funds (“IWG”), governments around the
world continue to define the role Sovereign Wealth
Funds will play in their domestic economies. Even
with the slowdown in Sovereign Wealth Fund
investment activity due to the current economic
climate, regulatory agencies have remained active in
the discourse over appropriate levels of regulatory
control and monitoring for Sovereign Wealth Fund
investments.

Germany Takes ‘Precautionary Measure’
In late August, the German government took
measures to protect Sovereign Wealth Funds from
gaining control of strategic assets.
The new
legislation – passed by the Chancellor’s cabinet but
yet to be approved by the legislature – is an
expansion of the Foreign Economic Act, which allows
the government to review deals involving the arms
industry.
If passed, the government will have the power to
review any investment in a German firm of 25% or
more by a foreign entity not based in the European
Union or who is not a member of the European Free
Trade Association.
As proposed, any such
investment would be subject to review for up to three
months following its announcement. If undertaken, a
review may last for up to two months before a final
decision may be taken as to whether the government
will allow the investment to proceed.
The government has faced great opposition to the
legislation, as it is largely viewed as protectionist;
however, Michael Glos, the German Economy

Minister, assured investors that the measure would
be used “only in extreme cases.” This news comes
amidst a possible takeover by Neptune Orient Lines
of Hapag-Lloyd, a German shipping line. Neptune
Orient Lines is a chief rival to Hapag-Lloyd and is
owned by Temasek Holdings, a Sovereign Wealth
Fund based in Singapore.

No Change to U.S. Income Tax Considerations
for Sovereign Wealth Fund Investments in the
United States
On the positive side, the United States continues to
extend certain tax benefits to Sovereign Wealth
Funds. Under section 892 of the U.S. Internal
Revenue Code (the “Code”), certain income received
by foreign governments is exempt from U.S. income
tax. A foreign government, for purposes of that
section, means only the “integral parts” or “controlled
entities” of a foreign sovereign. Generally, Sovereign
Wealth Funds are considered as either an “integral
part” or a “controlled entity” of a foreign sovereign,
and are thus treated as foreign governments
qualifying under this exemption.
Therefore, income of Sovereign Wealth Funds is
generally exempt from U.S. taxation if it is derived
from investments in the U.S. such as, (i) stocks, bonds,
or “other securities” owned by such Sovereign Wealth
Fund, (ii) financial instruments held in the execution
of governmental financial or monetary policy, or (iii)
from interest on money belonging to such Sovereign
Wealth Fund from deposits in U.S. banks.
Though Sovereign Wealth Funds may find relief
under this section of the Code, the exemption does
not apply to income either (i) derived from
conducting any commercial activity, (ii) received by
or from (directly or indirectly) a controlled
commercial entity, or (iii) derived from the
disposition of any interest in a controlled commercial
entity. Therefore, though a Sovereign Wealth Fund
may be able to take advantage of certain U.S. income
tax treatment on its investments in the U.S., the
structuring of such investments may take a prominent
role to ensure the availability of this exemption
provided by section 892 of the Code.

Upcoming Policy and Guideline Release
The IWG recently met in Santiago, Chile, reaching a
preliminary agreement on a set of Generally Accepted
Principles and Practices (“GAPP”) for Sovereign
Wealth Funds. Dubbed the “Santiago Principles”,
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GAPP is expected to cover legal, institutional and
macroeconomic issues, in addition to broad
recommendations for governance, accountability,
investment strategies and risk management
standards.
The IWG, co-chaired by Hamad al
Suwaidi, undersecretary of the Abu Dhabi finance
department and a director of the Abu Dhabi
Investment Authority, and Jaime Caruana, director of
the International Monetary Fund’s monetary and
capital markets department, plans to present GAPP to
the International Monetary and Financial Committee
at the International Monetary Fund-World Bank
Annual Meetings to take place on October 10-13, 2008.
Additionally, a representative of the Organization for
Economic Cooperation and Development (“OECD”)
briefed the IWG on the latest developments for a set
of guidelines for recipient countries being developed
by the OECD. These guidelines will supplement
GAPP and are expected be released in mid-2009.
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